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Purpose: To evaluate absolute prediction errors following phacoemulsification with implantation of a multifocal toric intraocular lens 
(IOL) using intraoperative aberrometry for IOL power selection and to compare findings with the globally optimized and manufac-
turer’s recommended lens constants and regression coefficients.
Methods: Data from the Optiwave Refractive Analysis (ORA SYSTEM) were analyzed retrospectively. Absolute prediction errors 
from surgeries performed before and after the first optimization of the manufacturer’s recommended lens constant and non-optimized 
regression coefficients for the multifocal toric IOL (SND1T3-6) were compared. Optimization was based on outcomes of procedures 
performed using the ORA SYSTEM and archived in its database (AnalyzOR). Outcome measures included the proportion of eyes with 
absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction errors ≤0.25 D and ≤0.5 D and the mean and median absolute prediction errors.
Results: The pre-optimization group included 1027 eyes operated on by 184 surgeons, and the optimized group included 419 eyes 
operated on by 143 surgeons. The proportions of eyes achieving absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction errors ≤0.25 D (52.5% vs 35.0%, 
p < 0.0001) and ≤0.50 D (83.1% vs 66.2%, p < 0.0001) were significantly higher in the optimized than in the pre-optimization group. 
The mean ± standard deviation (0.30 ± 0.25 D vs 0.43 ± 0.32 D, p < 0.0001) and median (0.24 D vs 0.36 D, p < 0.0001) absolute ORA 
SYSTEM prediction errors were significantly lower after than before optimization. Prediction errors following optimization were 
reduced more in eyes of average than of long and short axial lengths.
Conclusion: Global optimization of the manufacturer’s IOL lens constants and regression coefficients resulted in lower absolute 
prediction errors when compared with the initial manufacturer labeled lens constants and non-optimized regression coefficients. 
Reductions in absolute prediction error can result in lower postoperative residual refractive error, which can improve post-operative 
uncorrected visual acuity and provide the potential for greater patient satisfaction following cataract surgery.
Keywords: intraoperative aberrometry, intraocular lens implantation, prediction error, lens constant optimization, refractive error, 
visual acuity

Introduction
Residual refractive error remains an important cause of suboptimal uncorrected visual acuity (UVA) following cataract 
surgery,1 particularly in eyes implanted with toric IOLs.2 Numerous formulae for IOL power calculation are available, 
each of which incorporates keratometry, axial length, and an IOL model-specific lens constant representing an estimate of 
the effective lens position (ELP), defined as the theoretical difference between the corneal vertex and the effective optical 
plane of the IOL. One element that could possibly affect ELP is dependent on surgical technique and is therefore 
surgeon-specific. Inaccurate estimates of postoperative ELP are the primary source of IOL power calculation prediction 
error.3 Upon release of a new IOL, a provisional recommended lens constant is provided by the manufacturer based on 
data from bench testing and clinical studies. Ideally, surgeons individually refine this constant for each IOL model based 
on the refractive outcomes in a series of their own patients, which should include consideration of their specific surgical 
techniques. Optimization of lens constants improves the likelihood of achieving final spherical equivalent (SE) within ± 
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0.50D of the predicted post-operative SE.4,5 This is not universally undertaken by cataract surgeons.6 An alternative 
approach is to optimize the lens constant based on the collective refractive outcomes of large groups of surgeons 
operating on a large number of eyes.

The Optiwave Refractive Analysis System (ORA SYSTEM; Alcon Laboratories, Ft. Worth, TX) is an intraoperative 
aberrometry platform that analyzes preoperative biometric and intraoperative aphakic refractive data to determine the 
optimal IOL power to minimize postoperative residual refractive error using a proprietary formula incorporating a lens 
constant (Surgeon Factor) and regression coefficients that are IOL model-specific. The ORA SYSTEM measures total 
refractive astigmatism while accounting for the contributions of posterior corneal astigmatism and surgically induced 
astigmatism in determining aphakic refraction. The AnalyzOR database is a secure and encrypted HIPAA-compliant 
web-based data system that stores ocular biometric data measured in the clinic, intraoperative refractive information 
measured by the intraoperative aberrometry, and postoperative visual acuity and refraction data provided by ORA 
SYSTEM users. From this database, the ORA SYSTEM lens constants (Surgeon Factor) and regression coefficients 
for specific IOL models can be optimized via post hoc analysis. For a new IOL to be optimized in the ORA SYSTEM, a 
minimum data set consisting of ≥100 surgeries, with at least three surgeons performing ≥15 operations each, but no 
individual surgeon performing more than 50% of operations in the full data set, is required. The optimization process is 
iterative, and optimized IOL model-specific constants are updated quarterly as additional data are collected in the 
AnalyzOR database.

In this analysis of data from the AnalyzOR database, the mean absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction errors in eyes 
undergoing phacoemulsification with implantation of a multifocal toric IOL (AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +3.0 D models 
SND1T3-6, Alcon) were compared before and after the first optimization of this IOL family’s global Surgeon Factor and 
regression coefficients. Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare the refractive predictability of lens implantation 
before and after optimization.

Methods
This was a retrospective analysis of existing data derived from the AnalyzOR database. The database contains 
preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative data from patients who had cataract surgery with IOL implantation by 
surgeons throughout the world. An anonymized data set including only cases from US surgeons, who granted data usage 
permission to Alcon, was generated for analysis. The study protocol was deemed exempt on the basis of category #4 
according to 45 Code of Federal Regulations 46.10 (secondary research using existing data for which consent is not 
required) by Sterling IRB (Atlanta, GA) on June 30, 2015.

This analysis used eyes implanted with a toric multifocal IOL (AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +3.0 D models SND1T3, 
SND1T4, SND1T5, or SND1T6, all Alcon) in the US, due to the high number of pre- and post-optimization cases in the 
database. Additional inclusion criteria included refraction data obtained ≥10 days postoperatively, postoperative best- 
corrected VA (BCVA) better than 20/40 and better than or equal to postoperative uncorrected VA, absolute ORA 
SYSTEM predicted error <2.75 D, no ocular disease other than cataract, and no previous corneal refractive surgery. If 
both eyes of a subject qualified, both were included.

Included eyes were divided into two groups for analysis, based on the timing of surgery relative to the first global 
optimization of the Surgeon Factor and regression coefficients for the SND1T3-6 toric multifocal IOLs. The pre- 
optimization group consisted of eyes that underwent surgery before January 21, 2018; IOL power for these eyes was 
calculated using the manufacturer’s recommended Surgeon Factor for optical biometry and non-optimized ORA 
SYSTEM regression coefficients. The post-optimization group consisted of eyes that underwent surgery from January 
21 through May 6, 2018; IOL power for these eyes was calculated using the first iteration of the optimized Surgeon 
Factor and regression coefficients.

The study hypothesized that absolute prediction errors using the global optimized Surgeon Factor and regression 
coefficients would be lower than those using the manufacturer’s pre-optimized lens constant and non-optimized 
regression coefficients; ie, that post-optimization outcomes would be superior to pre-optimization outcomes. 
Postoperative manifest refraction spherical equivalent (MRSE) was defined as sphere + ½ cylinder. For each implanted 
eye, the absolute ORA prediction error was the absolute value of the difference between the achieved postoperative 
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MRSE and the MRSE predicted intraoperatively by the ORA SYSTEM based on the IOL power implanted. Four 
outcomes were analyzed: the differences in proportions of eyes in the pre- and post-optimization groups with absolute 
ORA SYSTEM prediction errors ≤0.25 D and ≤0.5 D, and the differences between groups in mean and median absolute 
ORA SYSTEM prediction errors.

These hypotheses were tested for superiority using one-sided tests (chi-square test for proportions, two-sample t-test 
for means, Wilcoxon rank sum test for medians) with significance defined as a p-value <0.025. For analyses of outcomes 
of proportions and means, the 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for between-group differences were also determined. 
These four outcomes were also analyzed in eyes sub-grouped by axial lengths of ≤22 mm, >22 mm to <26 mm, and 
≥26 mm. No formal power/sample size analysis was performed, as all qualifying eyes from the full AnalyzOR database 
were included.

In addition, a separate sensitivity analysis was performed using only the first eyes of the patients included in the 
AnalyzOR database. Despite ORA being blind to outcomes in the first eye in determining recommendations for the 
second eye, the separate analysis was performed to evaluate whether the inclusion of patients with two eyes in the 
database had any impact on the results.

Results
This study included 1446 eyes of 1210 subjects who met eligibility criteria and were taken from sites that granted Alcon 
permission for use of anonymized data. Of these 1446 eyes, 1027 (71.0%) operated upon by 184 surgeons were included 
in the pre-optimization group and 419 (29.9%) operated upon by 143 surgeons were included in the post-optimization 
group. Baseline characteristics and IOL models implanted were similar in the two groups (Table 1). Most eyes received 
an SND1T3 (50.0%) or SND1T4 (29.0%) IOL. More than 85% of eyes had axial lengths between 22 mm and 26 mm.

Similar findings were observed when first eyes were assessed. Of the 1210 first eyes, 832 (68.8%) were included in 
the pre-optimization group and 378 (31.2%) in the post-optimization group. Baseline characteristics were also similar in 

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics for IOL Models Implanted, and Pre-Operative Biometric Measurements in the Pre-Optimization and 
Post-Optimization Groups

Pre-Optimization Group (n=1027) Post-Optimization Group (n=419) All (N=1446)

IOL model implanted, n (%)

SND1T3 508 (49.4) 215 (51.3) 723 (50.0)

SND1T4 304 (29.6) 115 (27.5) 419 (29.0)

SND1T5 191 (18.6) 66 (15.8) 257 (17.8)

SND1T6 24 (2.3) 23 (5.5) 47 (3.3)

Days to refraction, mean (SD) 47.7 (41.6) 48.2 (47.7) 47.9 (43.4)

Keratometry* (D), mean (SD) 44.11 (1.49) 44.14 (1.56) 44.12 (1.51)

White-to-white distance (mm), mean (SD) 12.03 (0.44) 12.06 (0.43) 12.04 (0.44)

Axial length (mm), mean (SD) 24.30 (1.39) 24.10 (1.34) 24.24 (1.38)

Axial Length (mm), n (%)

≤ 22 mm 27 (2.6) 19 (4.5) 46 (3.2)

> 22 - < 26 mm 877 (85.4) 361 (86.2) 1238 (85.6)

≥ 26 mm 123 (12.0) 39 (9.3) 162 (11.2)

Note: *Keratometry = (Ksteep + Kflat)/2. 
Abbreviations: D, diopter; IOL, intraocular lens; SD, standard deviation.
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these two groups; most first eyes received an SND1T3 (51.1%) or SND1T4 (28.9%) IOL, and > 85% of eyes had axial 
lengths between 22 mm and 26 mm (Table 1).

Optimization of the Surgeon Factor and regression coefficients significantly increased the percentages of first eyes 
(Figure 1A) and all eyes (Figure 1B) achieving absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction errors of ≤0.25 D and ≤0.5 D 
(Figure 1). The proportions of all eyes achieving absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.25 D were 35.0% pre- 
optimization and 52.5% post-optimization. This difference, 17.6% (95% CI 12.0%, 23.2%), was statistically significant 
(p<0.0001). Similarly, the proportions of all eyes achieving absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.5 D were 66.2% 
pre-optimization and 83.1% post-optimization, a difference (16.8% [95% CI 12.2%, 21.5%]) that was also statistically 
significant (p<0.0001).

Optimization of the Surgeon Factor and regression coefficients also significantly reduced absolute prediction error in 
both first eyes and all eyes. Both the mean ± SD (0.30 ± 0.25 D vs 0.43 ± 0.32 D; difference, −0.14 D [95% CI −0.17 D, 
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Figure 1 Proportions of (A) first eyes and (B) all eyes with absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.25 D and ≤0.50 D before and after the first global optimization of 
the lens constant.
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−0.11 D], p<0.0001; Figure 2A) and median (0.24 D vs 0.36 D, difference −0.12 D, p<0.0001; Figure 2B) absolute ORA 
SYSTEM prediction errors in all eyes were significantly lower after optimization.

The effect of axial length on absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error after the initial lens constant and regression 
coefficient optimization was assessed in first eyes (Table 2) and in all eyes (Table 3). Optimization of the Surgeon Factor 
and regression coefficient most effectively increased the proportions of eyes with absolute prediction error ≤0.25 D and 
≤0.50 D, and reduced the mean absolute prediction error, in eyes with axial length >22 mm and <26 mm. Less 
improvement was seen in shorter (≤22 mm) and longer (≥26 mm) eyes. The median absolute prediction error was 
effectively reduced after optimization in eyes with short and average axial lengths but not in eyes with axial length 
≥26 mm.

Discussion
This retrospective analysis of eyes implanted with AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +3.0 D Multifocal toric IOLs (Models SND1T3, 
SND1T4, SND1T5, and SND1T6) demonstrated that optimization of the ORA SYSTEM Surgeon Factor and regression 
coefficients improved refractive predictability compared with the use of the manufacturer’s recommended lens constants 
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Figure 2 (A) Mean and (B) median absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error before and after optimization of the lens constant in first eyes and in all eyes.
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Table 2 Effect of Axial Length on Absolute ORA SYSTEM Prediction Error After the First Global Lens Constant Optimization in First 
Eyes

Outcome Axial Length Pre-Optimization Post-Optimization Difference

n/N (%) n/N (%) Post – Pre %  
(95% CI)

Proportion of eyes with absolute ORA 

SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.25 D

≤22 mm 9/23 (39.1) 8/16 (50.0) 10.9 (−20.7, 42.5)

>22 to <26 mm 238/713 (33.4) 175/326 (53.7) 20.3 (13.9, 26.7)

≥26 mm 43/96 (44.8) 17/36 (47.2) 2.43 (−16.7, 21.5)

All 290/832 (34.9) 200/378 (52.9) 18.1 (12.1, 24.0)

Proportion of eyes with absolute ORA 
SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.50 D

≤22 mm 17/23 (73.9) 12/16 (75.0) 1.09 (−26.7,28.9)

>22 to <26 mm 451/713 (63.3) 273/326 (83.7) 20.5 (15.1, 25.8)

≥26 mm 80/96 (83.3) 32/36 (88.9) 5.56 (−7.1, 18.2)

All 548/832 (65.9) 317/378 (83.9) 18.0 (13.1. 22.9)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Post – Pre (95% CI)

Mean absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction error 

(D)

≤22 mm 0.35 (0.24) 0.32 (0.29) −0.04 (−0.21, 0.14)

>22 to <26 mm 0.45 (0.33) 0.29 (0.25) −0.16 (−0.20, −0.12)

≥26 mm 0.32 (0.26) 0.29 (0.21) −0.03 (−0.13, 0.06)

All 0.44 (0.32) 0.29 (0.25) −0.14 (−0.17, −0.11)

Median Median Post – Pre

Median absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction 
error (D)

≤22 mm 0.38 0.22 −0.16

>22 to <26 mm 0.38 0.23 −0.15

≥26 mm 0.30 0.27 −0.03

All 0.36 0.23 −0.13

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; D, diopter; ORA, Optiwave Refractive Analysis.

Table 3 Effect of Axial Length on Absolute ORA SYSTEM Prediction Error After the First Global Lens Constant Optimization in All 
Eyes

Outcome Axial Length Pre-Optimization Post-Optimization Difference in 
Percentage

n/N (%) n/N (%) Post – Pre %  
(95% CI)

Proportion of eyes with absolute ORA 
SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.25 D

≤22 mm 11/27 (40.7) 10/19 (52.6) 11.9 (−17.2, 41.0)

>22 to <26 mm 291/877 (33.2) 192/361 (53.2) 20.0 (14.0, 26.0)

≥26 mm 57/123 (46.3) 18/39 (46.2) −0.2 (−18.1, 17.8)

All 359/1027 (35.0) 220/419 (52.5) 17.6 (12.0. 23.2)

(Continued)
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and non-optimized regression coefficients. Statistically significant reductions in both mean and median absolute predic-
tion errors were achieved, and greater proportions of eyes manifested absolute prediction errors ≤0.25 D and ≤0.50 D 
after optimization. Relative improvements in the proportion of eyes achieving absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction errors 
≤0.25 D and ≤0.50 D were observed following global lens constant optimization, as were reductions in the mean and 
median absolute prediction error. This was most evident in eyes of average length; short and long eyes were under-
represented in this data set and would be expected to improve in subsequent optimizations based on a larger data set with 
better representation of short and long eyes.

Cataracts are a leading cause of visual impairment among adults in the US, with the prevalence of cataract expected 
to double to about 50 million persons by 2050.7 Cataract surgery is among the most commonly performed surgical 
procedures in adults in the US, with an estimated 3.8 million such surgeries performed in 20178 and a projected annual 
increase of 5.6%.9 Advances in IOL materials and design, phacoemulsification technology, and surgical techniques have 
enhanced surgical success rates and simultaneously increased patients’ expectations for high-quality VA, particularly 
following implantation of premium IOLs for correction of astigmatism and/or presbyopia.1,10

Refractive accuracy after cataract surgery remains suboptimal for many surgeons. Large registry studies have 
analyzed differences between actual and targeted SE in patients who underwent cataract surgery. For example, a study 
evaluating risk factors for refractive error after cataract surgery in 282,811 eyes followed-up for 7 to 60 days after 
surgery reported that 205,675 (72.7%) of these eyes achieved a biometry SE within ± 0.5 D.11 Another study of 8943 
eyes that underwent cataract surgery at two hospitals in Glasgow, UK, and were followed up after 4 weeks found that 
5577 (62.4%) of these eyes achieved a postoperative SE within ± 0.5 D of target.12

Single-center studies have also compared actual and targeted SE in patients who underwent cataract surgery. For 
example, an analysis of 2714 eyes that underwent cataract surgery at a private practice in Madrid, Spain found that 86.4% 

Table 3 (Continued). 

Outcome Axial Length Pre-Optimization Post-Optimization Difference in 
Percentage

n/N (%) n/N (%) Post – Pre %  
(95% CI)

Proportion of eyes with absolute ORA 

SYSTEM prediction error ≤0.50 D

≤22 mm 20/27 (74.1) 14/19 (73.7) −0.4 (−26.2, 25.4)

>22 to <26 mm 555/877 (63.3) 300/361 (83.1) 19.8 (14.8, 24.8)

≥26 mm 105/123 (85.4) 34/39 (87.2) 1.8 (−10.4, 14.0)

All 680/1027 (66.2) 348/419 (83.1) 16.8 (12.2. 21.5)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Post - Pre (95% CI)

Mean absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction 

error (D)

≤22 mm 0.37 (0.27) 0.32 (0.28) −0.05 (−0.21, 0.12)

>22 to <26 mm 0.45 (0.33) 0.30 (0.25) −0.16 (−0.19, −0.12)

≥26 mm 0.31 (0.25) 0.29 (0.20) −0.01 (−0.10, 0.07)

All 0.43 (0.32) 0.30 (0.25) −0.14 (−0.17, −0.11)

Median Median Post - Pre

Median absolute ORA SYSTEM prediction 
error (D)

≤22 mm 0.38 0.21 −0.17

>22 to <26 mm 0.38 0.23 −0.15

≥26 mm 0.28 0.28 0

All 0.36 0.24 −0.12

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; D, diopter; ORA, Optiwave Refractive Analysis.
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of eyes achieved a postoperative SE within 0.5 D of target.13 A study of 846 patients who underwent cataract surgery at a 
single practice in Melbourne, Australia, found that, depending on the IOL power formula, 72.1% to 77.9% of eyes 
achieved a postoperative SE within ± 0.5 D,14 whereas a second study of 200 eyes that underwent surgery in a single 
center in Rome, Italy, found that depending on the IOL power formula, 80% to 88.5% of eyes achieved a postoperative 
SE within ± 0.5 D.15 A single-center study in France comparing phacoemulsification cataract surgery in 811 eyes and 
femtosecond laser assisted cataract surgery in 496 eyes found that 81.2% and 73.5% of these eyes, respectively, achieved 
a postoperative SE within ± 0.5 D, although the difference was not statistically significant.16

Postoperative residual refractive error can compromise postoperative VA, spectacle independence, and quality of life, 
all of which can reduce satisfaction among both surgeons and patients. Even if preoperative biometry and surgical 
technique are perfect, outcomes depend on the lens constant used for IOL power calculation. Although IOL manufac-
turers include a provisional lens constant for each lens model, personalization of the lens constant will often improve 
refractive predictability. Thus, guidelines recommend that surgeons personalize lens constants based on their own 
refractive outcomes. Personalizing lens constants at the individual surgeon level can be facilitated by databases 
incorporated into biometric devices in the office, online calculators, and web-based services, among others.5 This process 
can be time-consuming and unfortunately is not always performed,6 which may partially explain why only the top 1% of 
cataract surgeons can consistently (≥90% of the time) attain refractive predictability within ±0.5 D of predicted 
postoperative spherical equivalent,17 which is the maximum residual error for which the resulting blur is minimal 
enough to allow spectacle independence for distance.18,19 In this context, the improvement from 66% to 83% rate of 
residual refractive error ≤0.5 D using the optimized Surgeon Factor and regression coefficients in the current study takes 
on meaningful clinical significance.

There is an unmet need to optimize manufacturers’ provisional IOL lens constants for more universal achievement of 
a baseline absolute prediction error ≤0.5 D, before surgeons perform their own optimization processes. This issue may be 
remedied by a collective approach among many cataract surgeons to pool pre-, intra-, and postoperative data. As 
surgeons enter postoperative refraction data into the AnalyzOR database, an iterative analysis of prediction errors allows 
refinement of the initially recommended lens constant, resulting in a global lens constant optimization based on many 
surgeries performed by many surgeons. The optimization process also includes the refinement of regression coefficients, 
a critical component that results in greater refractive predictability. As demonstrated by the present and previous5 studies, 
use of an optimized lens constant reduces prediction error by applying an average correction across many surgeons. The 
global optimization process does not address surgeon-specific issues that may produce additional error. To address these 
additional issues, the lens constant can be further optimized based solely on individual surgeons’ outcomes. This 
personalized surgeon factor thus corrects for error sources that are both common to many surgeons and specific to 
individual surgeons. The AnalyzOR program was developed to update both the global optimized Surgeon Factor and 
regression coefficients and the personalized Surgeon Factor, providing that surgeons enter the post-operative information, 
in addition to the preoperative information that had been entered into AnalyzOR.

This initial Optimization of the Surgeon Factor and regression coefficients for the SND1T3-6 IOL family was most 
effective in eyes of average length, with less improvement seen after optimization in short and long eyes. This might be 
related to the finding that more than 85% of eyes in both pre and post-optimization groups were in the category of 
average eye (>22mm - <26 mm). Moreover, because the numbers of long and short eyes were too low, their regression 
coefficients had not been fully refined during the initial optimization process. Existing formulae for IOL power prediction 
in short and long eyes continue to have lower accuracy than those for average eyes.20 Eyes with extreme axial length are 
uncommon, representing approximately 10% or less of all eyes.21 Including more eyes in the long and short categories is 
important to further improve the regression coefficients for these eyes and the overall ORA prediction accuracy.

The strengths of this study include its large sample size, including all eligible patients in the AnalyzOR database at 
the time of the analysis. Because the optimized data set was restricted to the first iteration of the global optimized lens 
constant and regression coefficient, further iterative refinement of the lens constant and regression coefficients may result 
in further improvements in prediction error. The retrospective nature of the analysis was therefore not a study limitation, 
as the iterative optimization process requires a retrospective approach. Also, refractive outcomes with respect to 
correction of astigmatic refractive error were not directly analyzed in this study, as the primary outcome was spherical 
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equivalent prediction error, which is the parameter relevant to lens constant optimization for all IOL types, including 
those that correct presbyopia and/or astigmatism.

Conclusion
In summary, when using the ORA SYSTEM, global optimization of manufacturers’ initial IOL lens constants along with 
optimization of the regression coefficients of the ORA SYSTEM produce superior refractive predictability compared 
with the initial labeled lens constants. Reductions in absolute prediction error can lead to higher rates of emmetropia, 
which might result in better UVA outcomes and greater patient satisfaction following cataract surgery.
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